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Euro 334.690
Sterling Pound 401.930
Canadian dollar 232.610
Turkish lira 51.540
Swiss Franc 314.450
US Dollar Buying 298.200

Japanese Yen 2.785
Indian Rupees 4.287
Pakistani Rupees 1.977
Srilankan Rupees 1.680
Nepali Rupees 2.675
Singapore Dollar 221.650
Hongkong Dollar 39.347
Bangladesh Taka 3.559
Philippine Peso 6.058
Thai Baht 9.839
Malaysian Ringgit 78.171

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.561
Qatari Riyal 84.004
ani Riyal 794.412
Bahraini Dinar 812.140
UAE Dirham 83.272

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 22.000
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 19.514
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.228
Tunisian Dinar 114.050
Jordanian Dinar 431.500
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.204
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.447

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 305.250

Rate for Transfr Selling Rate

US Dollar 305.300
Canadian Dollar 231.075
Sterling Pound 399.780
Euro 332.140
Swiss Frank 302.465
Bahrain Dinar 811.905
UAE Dirhams 83.525
Qatari Riyals 84.765
Saudi Riyals 82.310
Jordanian Dinar 431.895
Egyptian Pound 19.490
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.681
Indian Rupees 4.271
Pakistani Rupees 1.977
Bangladesh Taka 3.562
Philippines Pesso 6.040
Cyprus pound 18.160
Japanese Yen 3.780
Syrian Pound 1.595
Nepalese Rupees 2.680
Malaysian Ringgit 74.650
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.120

CURRENCY BUY SELL

EUROPE
British Pound 0.392375 0.406275
Czech Korune 0.005357 0.014657
Danish Krone 0.040340 0.045340
Euro 0. 324938 0.338638
Georgian Lari 0.110891 0.110891
Hungarian 0.001152 0.001342
Norwegian Krone 0.029063 0.034263
Romanian Leu 0.065569 0.082419
Russian Ruble 0.004829 0.004829 
Slovakia 0.009157 0.019157
Swedish Krona 0.027540 0.032540
Swiss Franc 0.305173 0.316173

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.197536 0.209536
New Zealand Dollar 0.191150 0.200650

America
Canadian Dollar 0.225499 0.234499
US Dollars 0.301550 0.306100
US Dollars Mint 0.302050 0.306100

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.002885 0.003686

Chinese Yuan 0.042378 0.045878
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037399 0.040149
Indian Rupee 0.003631 0.004403
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002700 0.002880
Korean Won 0.000248 0.000263
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069927 0.075927
Nepalese Rupee 0.002606 0.002946
Pakistan Rupee 0.001333 0.002103
Philippine Peso 0.005861 0.006161
Singapore Dollar 0.214546 0.224546
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001321 0.001901
Taiwan 0.010168 0.010348
Thai Baht 0.009465 0.010015
Vietnamese Dong 0.00013 0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.804578 0.812664
Egyptian Pound 0.019329 0.022070
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000200 0.000260
Jordanian Dinar 0.426199 0.435199
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000104 0.000254
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021147 0.045147
Omani Riyal 0.788756 0.796683
Qatar Riyal 0.083297 0.084133
Saudi Riyal 0.080420 0.081720
Syrian Pound 0.001296 0.001516
Tunisian Dinar 0.103330 0.111330
Turkish Lira 0.044080 0.053925
UAE Dirhams 0.082583 0.083413
Yemeni Riyal 0.000994 0.001074

Thai Bhat 10.770
Turkish Lira 50.815
Singapore dollars 220.942

EXCHANGE RATES

Dollar edges up as coronavirus
prompts safe-haven demand

KUWAIT: The US dollar remained in demand last week as
the coronavirus epidemic continues to encourage safe-
haven demand. The Japanese yen, another popular safe-
haven currency, was overlooked as its close proximity and
exposure to Asian economies pushed investors to the west.
Indeed the US dollar index reached a fresh four month
high as a result. Uncertainty about the real extent of the
epidemic is likely to discourage investors from taking on
excessive risk until there is sufficient evidence that its
spread has slowed.

The resulting move towards the US dollar has also led
to rising demand for US equities and government bonds.
Furthermore, increased expectations of further easing
from major central banks continued to support equity pur-
chases through cheap borrowing rates.

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell gave the lat-
est indication that policies will remain accommodative in
his testimony in front of Congress last week. Powell said
Treasury bill purchases and repurchase operations would
continue into the second quarter of 2020. He also repeated
that the central bank’s current view of a target range for
short-term borrowing costs, between 1.50 percent and
1.75 percent, is “appropriate” to keep the expansion on
track. Finally, Powell mentioned that he finds the U.S. econ-
omy in a “very good place” with receding trade policy
uncertainty and the stabilization of global growth. 

Inflation
US consumer prices picked up in January as house-

holds paid more for rents and clothing, supporting the
Federal Reserve’s contention that inflation would gradually
rise toward its 2 percent target. The Labor Department
said on Thursday its consumer price index excluding the
volatile food and energy components rose 0.2 percent last
month after edging up 0.1 percent in December. Year on
year, the core CPI maintained a growth rate of 2.3 percent
for the fourth straight month. 

Euro reaches four-year low
The euro currency’s fall continued this week reaching

multi-year lows as investors grew more pessimistic about
the outlook of the eurozone economy. The eurozone’s
industrial output fell 2.1 percent in December, suffering
its steepest drop in four years according to official data.
Furthermore, Germany’s economy stagnated in the fourth
quarter due to weaker private consumption and state
spending renewing fears of a recession in Europe’s
largest economy.

The latest round of disappointing economic data has
led to expectations of an interest rate cut by the end of
2020, versus a zero probability seen just a month earlier.
Persistently weak growth will keep pressure on the
European Central Bank to deliver further easing posing
downside risks for the euro which is already weakening in
anticipation of potential policy action. The dovish expec-
tations sent the EUR/USD pair down to its lowest levels
since 2017.

Potential fiscal stimulus in UK
In contrast, the pound sterling rose on a wave of opti-

mism due to hopes that changes in the British cabinet will

lead to more expansionary fiscal policies to support growth.
Rishi Sunak was revealed to be the next UK Finance
Minister after Sajid Javid’s resignation last week. Investors
believe that Sunak, a close ally of Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, will be more inclined to deliver a big fiscal stimulus
at the March budget. Looser fiscal policy is expected to
boost growth in the short term, lessening the chance of a
reduction in interest rates by the Bank of England.

In the final quarter of 2019, Britain’s GDP saw zero
growth as high political uncertainty weighed on busi-
ness investment and manufacturing. The stagnant
growth in gross domestic product is down from an
upwardly revised 0.5 percent expansion in the third
quarter of 2019. Annual growth increased marginally to
1.4 percent in 2019, slightly above the 1.3 percent seen
in 2018. Manufacturing production provided the largest
upward contribution despite missing forecasts of 0.5
percent, rising by 0.3 percent. A fresh fiscal boost by
the government should help boost manufacturing fur-
ther and support growth in 2020. 

China’s growth expected to slow
A poll of 40 economists based in mainland China, Hong

Kong, Singapore, as well as Europe and the United States,

predicted China’s annual economic growth in the first
quarter of 2020 will slump to 4.5 percent from 6.0 percent
in the previous quarter. The coronavirus has since shut
down large amounts of the country’s supply chain and the
extent of the damage China’s containment efforts will have
on growth is still yet unknown. However, economists were
optimistic the economy would bounce back as soon as the
second quarter should the virus be controlled and the
recent trade tariff reductions from the US take into effect.

Oil prices rebound
Oil prices rebounded last week on expectations that

OPEC and its allies would cut output further as demand
looks set to drop due to the outbreak of coronavirus.
Reports indicated that China’s oil demand has fallen by
about 3.2 million barrel per day. However, market senti-
ment improved as factories in China started to reopen and
the government eased its monetary policy. The final deci-
sion on an OPEC cut seems to be on Russia who has since
been slow to commit.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.30480
The USDKWD opened at 0.30480 yesterday morning. 

British pound surges on financial stimulus expectations

Fiscal stimulus 
likely after UK 
minister resigns
LONDON: Finance minister Sajid Javid’s resignation on
Thursday, just a month before he was to deliver Britain’s annual
budget statement, took the business community by surprise. But
according to economists, his departure will give Prime Minister
Boris Johnson more freedom to launch more aggressive efforts to
support the British economy at a turbulent time. 

Analysts were expecting the government reshuffle mainly to
impact the government’s lower ranks and no one predicted the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, as he is formally known, to go. His
unexpected exit less than two weeks after Britain left the
European Union, and with the budget due on March 11, triggered
shockwaves.

“It’s unbelievable to see that a chancellor has left so close to
the first budget of the new government,” said a surprised Nimesh
Shah of the Blick Rothenberg consultancy. Javid was only in the
post for less than seven months, making him the shortest serving
finance minister in half a century.

Downing Street swiftly promoted Rishi Sunak from chief sec-
retary to the Treasury-effectively number two to Javid-to the top
job.  A 39-year-old former high-flying business investor who only
entered politics five years ago, Sunak now has to steer the key
department at a time when the British economy is slowing. 

Carolyn Fairbairn, of the Confederation of British Industry
(CBI) representing Britain’s bosses, welcomed Sunak’s appoint-
ment. “This is a vital time for (the) economy-by working together
business and government can deliver a decade of renewal across
the UK,” she said on Twitter.

Power grab 
Javid, a Conservative big hitter who also challenged Johnson

to be party leader when Theresa May stepped down, quit when
Johnson said he would only be reappointed if he sacked his close
aides. Tom McPhail, of investment firm Hargreaves Lansdown,
said the move “was definitely not in the script”.

“Given the new chancellor’s relative lack of a power base and

rapid ascent of the political ladder, the forthcoming budget will
probably be more of the prime minister’s making than would oth-
erwise have been the case,” he added. “This increases the likeli-
hood of a bold Budget with populist spending announcements.”

Johnson won comfortably at the last election in December
vowing to boost public spending in key areas such as health,
education and policing.

Javid, an ex-banker and self-proclaimed devotee of free mar-
ket champion and ex-premier Margaret Thatcher, argued the
government could borrow at current low interest rates to pay for
investment. 

But he was also seen as more fiscally conservative than his
boss, and not willing to sanction various tax cuts touted by
Johnson and his allies as Britain’s economy slows amid continued
Brexit uncertainty.

“Javid was the most prominent fiscal hawk in Boris Johnson’s
cabinet,” economists at Citi Bank said.  “Trump-style stimulus
could return now,” they added, referring to the US president’s
efforts to boost the US economy largely through tax cuts.

More support for the British economy would be welcomed by
many in the financial sector. The pound rebounded after Sunak’s
appointment. “This is a blatant power grab by Boris and
Cummings over the Treasury,” said Neil Wilson, chief market
analyst at Markets.com, referring to the prime minister’s closest
and most powerful aide, Dominic Cummings.

“Spending will be dictated by political needs and necessi-
ty, rather than the Treasury acting as a brake on political
giveaways.”

Zero growth 
Britain’s economy saw zero growth in the final quarter of last

year as manufacturing shrank heading into the general election
that unlocked Brexit on January 31. It posted overall growth rates
of 1.4 percent in 2019, compared to 1.3 percent a year earlier.
Some surveys suggest economic activity is picking up on the
back of the election win, promised increased spending, and with
the first phase of Brexit over.

But uncertainty remains about Britain’s future economic rela-
tionship with the EU, its main trading partner.  The Bank of
England last month downgraded its growth forecast for 2020 to
0.8 percent.

The government meanwhile warned businesses this week to
prepare for stricter controls on goods coming from the EU, say-
ing it was an “inevitable” result of Brexit. — AFP

Asia markets 
could weather 
virus impact
NEW YORK: Investors are edging back into
emerging markets, even though worries about
the coronavirus’ impact on global economic
growth have clouded prospects for the boom-
and-bust asset class. Nearly $730 million flowed
back into emerging markets exchange-traded
funds (ETFs) in the past week, according to
Lipper, after two straight weeks of outflows that
accompanied sharp declines in the stocks and
currencies of developing countries.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index, which
measures stock performance, has rebounded
4% from its early February low, though it
remains down on the year. Another index meas-
uring emerging markets currency performance
was still sharply lower, reflecting the slide in a
range of currencies from Asia to Latin America.
As of Friday, the coronavirus has infected 63,581
people and killed 1,380. Still, investors have
grown more hopeful that economic damage will
be limited.

Before the outbreak, emerging markets
stocks had steadily cl imbed since early
December as analysts forecast a re-acceleration
of global economic growth and the United
States and China agreed on a Phase 1 trade deal.
Chinese equities make up roughly a third of the
weighting in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.
Emerging markets ETFs have seen a steady
stream of money pouring in since late October
and have not had outflows on a monthly basis,
Lipper data showed.

“The valuations are really compelling, and we
were seeing signs of an economic recovery,”
said Robert Phipps, director at Per Stirling

Capital Management. “Once the coronavirus is
put on pause, I think that will become the pri-
mary trend again.”

Phipps, who did not hold emerging markets
stocks, has added them so that they now make
up about 6 percent of his portfolio. A weaker
dollar would likely compel him to boost that
position, he said.

Should the currency decline, countries that
have borrowed in dollars would find it easier to
service their debt. Other financial institutions,
including BlackRock, JPMorgan and UBS Global
Wealth Management, are also sanguine on the
prospects for emerging markets in 2020, even
though the asset class has underperformed US
stocks for more than a decade.

Emerging markets stocks have been more
resilient of late in large part because they have
languished for so long, said Michael Purves,
chief executive of Tallbacken Capital Advisors.
“There’s not really a case to sell them, because
they’re already massively under-owned,” he
said. Options activity also points to investor
resilience. 

The gap between the Cboe Emerging
Markets ETF Volatility Index and the Cboe
Volatility Index, seen as an indicator of investor
risk aversion, was 3.6 points on Friday after-
noon. That compares with a 7.25-point gap in
May 2019, when trade tensions between the
United States and China were near their peak.
The economic impact of the coronavirus out-
break in unknown. Some analysts have estimated
that China’s yearly gross domestic product
growth could fall to between 4 percent and 5
percent, down from the 6 percent annual growth
the Chinese government previously estimated.

But some investors expect the shortfall in
growth to be largely contained to the first quar-
ter, which would give China’s economy room to
catch up later this year. “It’s a relatively short-
term factor,” said Jim Besaw, chief investment
officer at GenTrust. “We probably won’t be talk-
ing about it in April and May.” — Reuters
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